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Last Breath (DVD) – A cool and creepy independent thriller that the story revolves a couple named 
Michael and Tina. Michael and Tina’s lives are about to not matter when they go to check out 
Michael’s new warehouse he just bought as a dark unknown figure puts them through a series of tests 
to see if they are worthy of seeing their son again? This is a thinking person’s film and a good one at 
that as I give it 3 stars and can found at www.lastbreaththemovie.com .

Death Ship (DVD-R) – A haunted ship takes out George Kennedy’s ship as he is on his last voyage 
before handing the captain’s duties over to the only man ‘Rambo’ trusts, “Richard Crenna”. Floating 
on a raft the few survivors make their way onto this scary haunted German ship that runs on blood 
and needs many to die in order for it to keep on course! Not the greatest horror flick but this 1980 
flick would be perfect double feature with “Shock Waves” if it was ever to be released on DVD? I 
give it 2 stars.

Night of the Living Dead ‘Reanimated’ (DVD) – Watch the 1968 classic that started it all in all new 
different way? A way never been done before? A way that makes watching the film again for the first 
time… “NOTLD-Reanimated” is a totally crazy and different idea that worked beautifully and 
“NOTLD” fans will crave for! The original audio track is played over pieces of work (film, art work, 
puppets, etc.) from over 100 artists and animators from around the world. The project is amazing, 
beautiful, and very fucking cool to see… I give it 4 stars as this project should be celebrated like the 
original. The DVD has a couple hours of extras and can be found at www.wildeyereleasing.com .

Jennifer’s Body (DVD) – The very yummy Megan Fox stars as Jennifer who just happens to get 
possessed by a succubus or something, honestly… I was busy staring at her boobs… but anyway. A 
whinny ass band that sounds like most of the shit played on the radio these days decide to try and 
sacrifice Jennifer to Satan in hopes of being one of the biggest bands ever! Meanwhile, Jennifer’s 
‘nerdy’ girlfriend is trying to figure out what is wrong with Jennifer before she devours everyone in 
the town of ‘Devil’s Kettle’. The movie is corny as hell but worthwhile horror movie that deserves a 
better fate than it had at the theaters.

Vacancy 2: The First Cut (DVD) – The prequel to the Kate Beckinsale and Luke Wilson 2007 film 
about the 21 century motel ‘peeping tom’. This film supposedly takes place in 2004 when the first 
tapes were believed to be made. Three friends on their way to North Carolina find the motel to sleep 
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for a few hours only to be starring in the new snuff film for masses. It’s one of those horror films that 
make you wonder did the first film really need a prequel or a sequel. I give it 2 stars.

 

Sharktopus (DVD/SyFy Channel) – Half shark! Half octopus! And the Roger and Julie Corman 
produced film stars Eric Roberts… It’s fuckin shitastic!!! I give it 3 stars as you need to witness this 
mess!

Any comments or questions please send to: GrossMovieReviews@comcast.net or 
www.facebook.com/grossmoviereviews . If you want to help support my movie habits please buy 
my book for the love of god! You can purchase any of my five “Gross Movie Reviews” books at 
www.lulu.com or www.amazon.com . You can also find other shit from me at 
www.bastardsofhorror.com . Remember folks always support your local independent movie 
theater (unless you are banned for some stupid reason), independent video store, and 
independent filmmakers! It will keep horror alive……… 

See yinz at Wasteland this weekend!

For details go to www.cinemawasteland.com

This entry was posted on Wednesday, September 29th, 2010 at 8:59 pm and is filed under Independent film, Reviews, 
Websites . You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can leave a response, or trackback 
from your own site. 
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Zombie Death Town is available at Drivethrurpg.com!•

 

Zombie Death Town is a solo role playing game in the vein of the Fighting Fantasy and Lone 
Wolf books from the 80's. In it you take the role of possibly the last survivor of a zombie 
outbreak from the day before in Anytown, USA. As with all zombie outbreaks, it started slowly 
with one incident then quickly spread throughout the town. Not taking any chances with the 
horrors going on outside, you locked yourself in the basement to wait the nightmare out. With 
great haste you board up your basement window and barricade the door. You huddle in a dark 
corner, covered with a blanket, and listen to the screams of your neighbors and friends as you 
fall asleep... 

Written by Bastards of Horror's own Charlie Fleming and available at Drivethrurpg.comt as a 
downloadble PDF!

Star Costumes is awarding $1,000 to a student studying to 
work in the horror film industry.

•
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